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VACCINE NANOPARTICLES EDITOR’S NOTE CALL CENTER SHOCKER:
ON BLOCKCHAIN
SCHEDULED ARRIVAL OF “INDIA IS A FABRICATION”
WHEN DID THE CLINTONS KNOW?
YOU ARE NOT YET ACTUALLY UNDER
Emails between Hilary Clinton and Bill Gates WINTER MEANS…
TAX INVESTIGATION
reportedly reveal that COVID-19 vaccines are
designed to put nanoparticles in the human
BRAIN, and the NANOPARTICLES will
communicate with Siri and Alexa to send
songs about nanoparticles screaming up the
BILLBOARD MUSIC CHARTS. (My pal
GORDO confirmed this, and I believe him
because we got really drunk in the pangolin
ENCLOSURE at the ZOO last NOVEMBER
while we were writing CHRISTMAS cards to my
friends in Wuhan. DRUNK GORDO told me he
has SEEN the EMAILS! – Ed.)

GLOBAL WARMING IS A HOAX
Maybe you’ve been living under a chemtrail, but
LOOK OUTSIDE. I’ve shoveled the driveway
four times this week. Where was my plastic
shovel made? That’s right – CHINA. They
want you to change all your LIGHTBULBS
to the kind that make your mirror reflection
look DEAD, but they’ll still sell you a snow
shovel. You can’t have it both ways, CHINA!
I can’t burn millions of tonnes of COAL in my
BACKYARD to power my LIGHTBULBS and I
have to do all the SHOVELLING myself ? Yeah
right, CHINA! If those robots from YouTube
can do a backflip, they can shovel.

STEPHEN SEAGAL PUNCHES
COVID … IN THE FACE!!! COVID-19 VIRUS INFECTS
CIA BLACKOPS XMAS PARTY “A
EMAIL, PELOTON
REAL BANGER”
After a heated bout of fisticuffs, Steven Seagal
told reporters “not only is COVID a sad wimp,
it’s also an engineered plague – just like
EBOLA.” Seagal’s position as a Hollywood
OUTSIDER puts him in a better position than
most to observe and understand REALITY.
What more do citizens need to hear? (I AM
ALSO a Hollywood outsider – Ed.)

MIKE WOOD STILL SINGLE

MOTHER CAN’T BELIEVE IT
“I always thought he was the smartest,
handsomest boy in his school.”

HISTORY IS FAKE!

THEY CANNOT PROVE IT IS REAL
Experts agree: 2020 has been achingly slow. It
may surprise readers to learn that HISTORY
ITSELF is many centuries shorter than we’ve
been TOLD. Many historical documents are
either CONVENIENTLY missing or have been
obviously FABRICATED, for POLITICAL
REASONS. Patriots should be wondering who
might benefit if the “achievements” of the Greeks
or Romans had actually taken place in the Middle
Ages. How can swing voters be sure Democracy
wasn’t invented and perfected by the Russians
in the late 1400s? “Experts” weren’t there to
see it. (How could the STATE-SPONSORED
“POLICE” know it was ME pirating packages
off my neighbours’ porch? THE COPS WERE
NOT THERE except for that one time. You know
what IS in those houses? FLUORIDE. – Ed.)

It is widely accepted that an airline pilot
was directed by the CIA to fall madly in love
with a monkey, and that’s where HIV came
from. Similarly, COVID-19 was invented
by the CIA to keep us from going to see
opera and football in person (and to keep
airline pilots from falling madly in love with
ME – Ed.) WHY do you suppose THAT is?
They don’t want HETEROSEXUALS to know
that football jockstraps are manufactured by
the same secret facility IN CHINA where they
make RUSSIAN BALLET MILITARY STUFF!
(do the reading! – Ed.)

REPTILE OR AMPHIBIAN?

CRICKET-EATING COASTAL ELITES
Most right-thinking people believe all of our
political and business leaders are REPTILES.
Absolutely not! Experts do not know enough
about the lifecycle to be certain if our political
and business leaders are reptiles or amphibians.
WHICH is just how the ELITES like it!
The question remains: can our political and
business leaders sustain at least part of their
lives underwater? Armed with the ANSWER,
the next revolutionary course of action is
clear: either the destruction of all heat lamps
and tanning beds, or the poisoning of every
freshwater marsh. (in either case, anyone who
eats crickets is suspect. And I KNOW the US
election was RIGGED because I voted 12 times
for a fellow OUTSIDER even though I’m not a
US “CITIZEN” and therefore we all know he
should WIN. – Ed.)

The LAMEstream Media will tell you that
the population on the Indian subcontinent is
growing – but have you ever tried to initiate
sex after eating microwaved butter chicken
leftovers from Date Night? REALITY CHECK:
population growth requires LOTS OF SEX.
This reporter has never been to India. Have
YOU? How can readers be sure it’s a real
place? They can’t. Patriots must stop believing
the so-called “experts” just because they went
to STATE-SPONSORED geography school.
The STATE wants the public to think EXPERT
“maps” are the only maps. Think for yourself.
Be skeptical. Canada and Australia have
PROVINCES, not STATES. Don’t let THEM
tell you what to THINK. (Wake up and smell
the INTELLECTUAL COLONIALISM! – Ed.)
Voters must stop calling people “Indians.” As
we go to print, there are emerging reports that
MILLIONS of people called “FARMERS”
(wait, I thought they were “Indians” – they can’t
even keep their story straight! – Ed.) are on
STRIKE in “India” which is nothing more than
a CONVENIENT way to distract the SHEEPLE
from foreign WEATHER CONTROL, which
is what ACTUALLY killed Chuck Yeager –
DESPITE what the LAMESTREAM MEDIA
will tell you. (Do your research! – Ed.)

MAYBE 2021 WILL BE A
GOOD YEAR
YEAR-AT-A-GLANCE CALENDAR NO
MATCH FOR 2020
(Totally going to run a marathon. – Ed.)

THIS IS STILL A THING

NO END IN SIGHT FOR ANNUAL CHORE
(Every year, I come up with a couple of amazing
ideas nice and early, and then ditch them for
a sexier idea right at the last minute. – Ed.)

MAY THE COMING
“YEAR” BRING THE
TRUTH INTO FOCUS!
GIVE THE GIFT OF INDEPENDENT THINKING!
SUBSCRIBE FOR A FREE ROLL OF TOILET PAPER!

